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Abstract— Cloud computing system promises to offer subscription oriented computing services to users 
worldwide. Cloud computing has been envisioned as the next-generation architecture of IT enterprise. In 
contrast to traditional solutions, where the IT services are under proper physical, logical and personnel 
controls, cloud computing moves the application software and databases to the large data centers, where the 
management of the data and services may not be fully trustworthy. Migrating from traditional software to 
Cloud enables on-going revenue for software providers. However, in order to deliver hosted services to 
customers, SaaS companies have to either maintain their own hardware or rent it from infrastructure 
providers. This requirement means that SaaS providers will incur extra costs. In order to minimize the cost of 
resources, it is also important to satisfy a minimum service level to customers. Therefore, this paper proposes 
resource allocation algorithms for SaaS providers who want to minimize infrastructure cost and SLA 
violations. An SLA is a formal contract used to guarantee that consumers‟‟‟‟ service quality expectation can be 
achieved. Cloud Computing moves the application software and databases to the large data centers, where 
the management of the data and services may not be fully trustworthy. So, in this paper focus on cloud data 
storage security, which has always been an important aspect of quality of service. 
 
Key Terms: - Cloud computing; Service Level Agreement (SLA); Resource Allocation; Scheduling; Software 
as a Service 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Traditionally the shrink-wrapped software sales model dominated the market. This model requires customers 

are required to purchase perpetual or subscription-based license and manage the deployment themselves, 
including transitioning between different versions. Hence, customers need technical expertise and high initial 
investment for buying software. They also need to pay for upgrades as annual maintenance fee.  

The software services are provisioned on a pay-as-you-go basis to overcome the limitation of the traditional 
software sales model. Using the SaaS model, providers gain steady, on-going revenue from their customers. In 
exchange for the on-going charges, the customers get the benefit of continuously maintained software. Hence, 
there is no additional license fee for new versions and the complexity of transitioning to new releases is 
managed by SaaS providers.  

SaaS providers such as Computer Associates (CA) derive their profits from the margin between the 
operational cost of infrastructure and the revenue generated from customers. Therefore, SaaS providers are 
looking into solutions that minimize the overall infrastructure cost without adversely affecting the customers. 
Hence, the focus of this paper is on exploring policies to minimize the required infrastructure to meet customer 
demand in the context of SaaS providers offering hosted software services. 
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Fig. 1.  A system model of SaaS layer structure 

A SaaS model for serving customers in Cloud is shown in Fig. 1. A customer sends requests for utilizing 
enterprise software services offered by a SaaS provider, who uses three layers, namely application layer, 
platform layer and infrastructure layer, to satisfy the customer’s request. The application layer manages all 
application services that are offered to customers by the SaaS provider. The platform layer includes mapping 
and scheduling policies for translating the customer’s Quality of Service (QoS) requirements to infrastructure 
level parameters and allocating Virtual Machines (VMs) to serve their requests. The infrastructure layer controls 
the actual initiation and removal of VMs.  

The current works in Cloud computing [10][2] are focused mostly on maximizing the profit of IaaS providers, 
but works related to the SaaS provider considering SLAs are still in their infancy. Many works do not consider 
the customer driven management, where resources have to be dynamically rearranged based on customers’ 
demands. Thus, in this paper, we examine the resource allocation strategies, which allow a cost effective usage 
of resources in Clouds to satisfy dynamically changing customer demands in line with SLAs. 

From the perspective of data security, which has always been an important aspect of quality of service, Cloud 
Computing inevitably poses new challenging security threats for number of reasons. Firstly, traditional 
cryptographic primitives for the purpose of data security protection cannot be directly adopted due to the users’ 
loss control of data under Cloud Computing. Therefore, verification of correct data storage in the cloud must be 
conducted without explicit knowledge of the whole data. Secondly, Cloud Computing is not just a third party 
data warehouse. The data stored in the cloud may be frequently updated by the users, including insertion, 
deletion, modification, appending, reordering, etc.  

In this paper, we propose an effective and flexible distributed scheme with explicit dynamic data support to 
ensure the correctness of users’ data in the cloud. We rely on erasure correcting code in the file distribution 
preparation to provide redundancies and guarantee the data dependability. This construction drastically reduces 
the communication and storage overhead as compared to the traditional replication based file distribution 
techniques. By utilizing the homomorphic token with distributed verification of erasure-coded data, our scheme 
achieves the storage correctness insurance as well as data error localization: whenever data corruption has been 
detected during the storage correctness verification, our scheme can almost guarantee the simultaneous 
localization of data errors, i.e., the identification of the misbehaving server(s). 
 

II.  ALGORITHMS 
The main objective of our work is to maximize the profit for a SaaS provider by minimizing the cost of VMs 

using effective platform layer resource allocation strategies.  
 
Algorithm: Resource Allocation Algorithm 
A SaaS provider can maximize the profit by minimizing the resource cost, which depends on the number and 

type of initiated VMs. Therefore, this algorithm is designed to minimize the number of VMs by utilizing already 
initiated VMs.  

The algorithm checks that there are new user want to buy the services then he can create there account by 
entering username and password and click on signup button. Then one form is coming in that enter name, 
password, is admin or not, security question and answer the question. Then account of user has to be created and 
register amount 1000 is added in his account, then he login. But if same name of user try creating an account 
then account not created and give message that ’username already exist try crating an account with another 
username’. 

After login token is generated and all services are display for user for 24 hour. For security purpose every 
time new token is generated. If user have balance less than or equal to service cost then he can buy it otherwise 
account was updated by contacting with admin. Admin can enter id of user and amount to be added and add 
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amount to user account. After buy services, cost of services reduced from user account and service available for 
24 hour and after 24 hour user can again buy it. 

If user has forget his password then he must enter username and click on forget password button then security 
question come which is asked at the time of creating account and answering the question we get password.  

  
 ALGORITHMS 
if [user is registered and normal user] then   //check in tblusers // admin is1 and normail is 0hile login 
{ 
 if [user password is matching with database] then 
 { 
  Generate token and map with user(update in to tblusers table). 
  select service  
   
  if [user already buy this service/application and 24 hours not completed] then 
   
  { 
   redirect(allocate ) his request to selected service/application(resource). 
  } 
         
  elseif [user have sufficient balance required for buying service/application] then 
   
  { 
   reduce amount from his account. 
 
   redirect(allocate ) his request to selected service(resource). 
  } 
   
  else  
  { 
   tell user to update balance by contacting administrator. 
  } 
  end if. 
 } 
 elseif [user forgot password] then 
 { 
  ask user to security quesion 
  if [answer is correct] then 
  { 
   allow him to see password.  
   tell user to goto login page. 
  } 
  else 
  { 
   give message: Incorrect Answer 
   tell user to goto login page. 
         } 
}  
else if [User is registred and is admin] then 
{ 
 Get all user list and balance where he can update user account. //update tbluser table  
        Add services if required. //insert into tblservices. 
} 
else  
{  
 user need to signup.  
 so redirect user to to signup . 
 user will update data ,  
    userid ,  
   password,  
   account type(admin or normal user),  
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   security question and  
   answer of that questionm etc 
 update his record to database(By default balance willbe 1000 in his account) 
 tell user to goto login page. 
} 
If the request type is ‘update’, then the type of update is checked. If user have balance less than or equal to 

service cost then he buy it but if  he want to buy the services which having more cost than available balance of 
user then he contact with admin to add amount in his account. 

If update type is ‘add account’, then it first checks the user id and amount to be added. Then press button 
update amount then amount was updated in user account and user buy services that user want.  

But update type is manage service then admin can enter service id, service cost, service name, service url. If 
admin press add then service is added or if he press update then service was updated or if he press delete then 
service was deleted. 

These algorithms maximize the profit of SaaS provider and minimize the infrastructure cost and also provide 
data security by generating homomorphic token. 
 

III.   EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
In this paper, we propose an effective and flexible distributed scheme with explicit dynamic data support to 

ensure the correctness of users’ data in the cloud. In cloud data storage system, users store their data in the cloud 
and no longer possess the data locally. One of the key issues is to effectively detect any unauthorized data 
modification and corruption, possibly due to server compromise. Then, the homomorphic token is introduced. In 
this there are three modules are present as mentioned below with details. 

• Login Module: 
In this module if user is login then token is generated and all service are display to user. if user want to buy 

service he put service id and buy service. if admin is login then he can update amount in user account  as per 
user request and also manage service by add, delete, update service. 

• Client Module: 
In this module, the client sends the query to the server. Based on the query the server sends the corresponding 

file to the client. Before this process, the client authorization step is involved. In the server side, it checks the 
client name and its password for security process. If it is satisfied and then received the queries from the client 
and search the corresponding files in the database. Finally, find that file and send to the client. If the server finds 
the intruder means, then message come can’t login. 

In this module there are token based login that means, login with system with the help of token ,so that data 
security on cloud will maintained.  

• SLA module 
SLA means service level agreement. An SLA is a formal contract used to guarantee that consumers will get 

service quality as per expectation what he paid for. Fundamental issue is the management of SLAs, including 
SLA autonomy management or trade off among multiple Quality of Service (QoS) parameters. In this project 
resource can be allocated to the software as service provider based on service level agreement. In this module 
customer request submitted to server based on his requirement where SLA logic implemented. Each user would 
have a balance and there are ‘N’ numbers of services each for different balance. After a login with the system 
user would be shown a service screen with ‘N’ service depending upon balance. 

Depending upon the service selector balance would be deduced from the user account and service available 
for 24 hour and new token for that service would be generated for the user. After everyday user are logged out 
to ensure cloud reliability. 

• Server Module 
In this module client send request to server and server send services to client. In this there are engineering 

calculators and cost calculator service and open pdf service are offline. As per project title mainly concentration 
on first two modules. First is Login module where application will take care of data security from intruder and 
second is SLA where application will take care to provide service as per agreement by allocating resources to 
end user. 

The first module focuses on login with data security with the help of random token generated by application. 
when we enter user name and password, application will check user exist or not. If user is not exist it will not 
give access to application provided on cloud. If any intruder tries to access home page with invalid id and token 
combination he/she will be restricted and will be given output that your id and token doesn’t match. If user exist 
then user will allow to login with randomly generated token for data security. Also application will maintain 
token in database so that it will prevent unauthorized access. When authorized user login then every time new 
token is generated, in this way it will maintained the security of data on cloud. 
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After authorized login service page available to user. If he wants buy service then he/she put the id of service 
and click on buy button then service page available to user. In this project there are eight services are available 
to user and every service have id.  

If user amount is less than service cost and he want to buy service which have high cost than available to user 
then he contact with admin in (admin2013 @gmail.com) and add amount. 

Admin can add amount to user account. If user wants to add amount then he can put id of user and amount to 
be added and click on update amount button then amount is added to user account. Admin can manage service 
by delete, add, update button. He can put service id, service name, service cost, service URL and add, delete or 
update service. 

 
3.1.  Login Page 
             This is first page of user account. If user wants to create there account then click on signup button or if 

already have account then click on login button. 
 

 
This is a login page where user will enter username and password.  Once user enter userid and password 

application will check whether same user exist in database or not. If exist then he will be routed to next 
application page. 

 
3.2. Data Security and Service page 

 
When user is  login then security token is generated. Every time new token is generated. So that data security 

is maintained and services available.  
3.3. Cost Calculator 
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If customer put 9 in service id then click on buy button then cost calculator service is available to user for 24 
hour. 

 
3.4. Engg. Calculator 

 
If customer put 8 in service id then calculator service available for user for 24 hour. 
 
3.5 Open PDF 
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3.6 Manage service page of admin 

 
 Admin can manage all services. If he want add, delete, update service then he can put service id , service cost, 

service URL, service name of service and manage it. 
 
3.7. Update amount page for admin 

 
User have balance less than service cost then user contact with admin to add amount then admin can put id 

and amount to be added and click on update button then amount is added to user account. 
 

IV.   CONCLUSION 
In Cloud computing environments, primarily three types of on-demand services are available for customers 

i.e. Software as a Service, Infrastructure as a Service and Platform as a Service. This paper focused on 
scheduling customer requests for SaaS providers with the explicit aim of cost minimization with dynamic 
demands handling. In this paper, we investigated the problem of data security in cloud data storage, which is 
essentially a distributed storage system. To ensure the correctness of users’ data in cloud data storage, this paper 
proposed an effective and flexible distributed scheme with explicit dynamic data support, including service 
update, delete, and append. 
 

V. FUTURE SCOPE 
In building on the research undertaken in this project in the future, we will analyze ways to increase the 

efficiency of the algorithms in terms of total profit and shall also consider the SLA negotiation process in Cloud 
computing environments to improve customer satisfaction levels. 

In the next twenty years, service-oriented computing will play an important role in sharing the industry and 
the way business is conducted and services are delivered and managed. This paradigm is expected to have major 
impact on service economy; the service sector includes health services (e-health), financial services, government 
services, etc. 
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